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INTRODUCTION t

Although a digital library is V computer-based system for acquiring, storing,

organizing, searching and distributing digital materials for end user access, it may not

necessarily be network-based. However, it can be designed to be capable of being attached to

a network.

The growth of digital libraries involves:

(a) Digitisation of existing library materials;

(b) Connectivity to the users online and offline;

(c) Integration with networking; and

(d) Availability of materials on the worldwide web

The successful building of digital library collections will therefore necessarily be

composed of several different elements such as policy; collection development, technical

processing, systems; access; human expertise; and funding.

POLICY ON DIGITIZATION

Right from the initial stages, policy guidelines should be drawn up on the d.g.tisation

project. This should include content of the collection; oversight on the part of the hbrary;

technical and legal issues; as well as opportunities for funding.

COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

There must be a new attitude towards collection development in digmsed libraries.

One of the major decisions in digitisation is whether to include a given item or set of items ,n

the digital collection. Another source of worry is whether to retain the traditional library set

up despite developing a digital version. For the sake of uninterrupted functioning (especially

in Africa), it may be necessary to have both systems, with one acting as a back-up. But this

may be expensive in the long ran, in terms of space and preservation management.

TECHNICAL PROCESSING

This refers to the process of creating or converting the information into digital form.

The problems here are with regards to staff expertise, time and commitment. Although expert

advice is often recommended, the adaptability of systems to the local situation should also be

considered The development of in-house expertise should be given a high pnonty. There

must also be an understanding of the costs and benefits associated with various digital

formats.



SYSTF1VIS

This refers to the provis.on of storage space and server capacity for the digitised

product The library shou.d be ab.e to provide a p,atform on which to host the digital hbrary^

A web-based server currently appears to be the most viable platform for the output of a d.gUal

fibnuy muiative in Afnca. It may be pertinent to note here that the change from wdmonal to

computer-based systems may be taken in stages.

area of concern is the provision of tools and methods for providing access to

the digital information. Various questions have to be answered here:

(a) Should there be records in the online catalogue for some or all of the d.g.tal

collection?

(b) Should there be indexing or full text searching or both?

(c) How can we integrate this activity into the existing technical serv.es

workflow?

All these questions must be sorted out in the initial proposal document for digitisation.

HUMAN EXPERTISE

With the introduction of d.grtal l.braries, the library profession is changmg. Dbranans

and their staff must prepare themselves for this transformation. TWs wOl mclude tranung and

re-tra,ning of staff, both in the technical aspects of how to create digital products and the
procedural aspects of how to process them through the library system. The training must a.so

include an undertaking of technical and legal issues relating to d.g.tal hbranes.

FUNDING ■ -e ,
In terms of resources, a robust digital library initiat.ve would reqmre a s.gmficant

investment of money Funding is needed for immediate purchase of a h.gh-quahty

digltisation workstation (computers, scanners, etc.). The library unit chosen to house the

workstation will also need at least one highly trained staff member. There is also the need for

additional funds for server upgrades and disk storage space to accommodate growth ,n the

digital collections. Suffic.ent funds must also be provided for the maintenance of the system.

SUSTAINING DIGITIZATION

Various issues have to be addressed quickly if digital libraries are to be sustained m

Africa. Some of these issues are:



1 Training of Library and Information Professionals

We should not ignore the role of librarians and their supporting staff in this area. The

question is whether they are being provided with adequate training and the smooth transition

from traditional to digital. In this regard, a cause for concern is the dominance of purely IT.

specialists without any librananship background in our libraries. In addition to the librarian

responsible for the digitisation unit, other staff will require training on the tools and methods

for creating digital products. Although one can look up to the Library Schools for tins

training, as a short-term measure, in-house training is necessary.

2 Procedures for Change

While planning for the change from traditional to computer-based systems, it is

necessary to take it in stage. Some of the points to be considered are:

(a) Anticipated traffic to flow on the network;

(b) Origin and destination of that traffic;

(c) Set procedures if part of or the whole network fails.

Apart from organizing matenals in a format suitable for computers, it is necessary to develop

safe methods to provide uninterrupted services.

3. Staffing

Much of the staff for digitisation projects will come from the library. However, for

purposes fo sustainability, there is the need to have a senior professional ,n-charge of the

project. A position could be created in the library such as "Digital Collections Coordinate.-'

who is solely responsible for the digital projects.

4 Psychological factor

This must also be taken care of, in order to ensure sustainability of the project. In the

initial stages, librarians have to overcome psychological aversion from both users and support

staff. It is easier to overcome the difficulties of the former than the latter. Appropriate

,nstruct,ons and roles should be assigned to each group in order to build confidence among

them.

5. Resource-sharing

It should be possible to promote the sharing of information and coordination of efforts

relating to digital initiatives across libraries. This will develop collaborative relat.onsh.ps

with other libraries in areas such as matenals, training, equipment and sharing ideas. This

would go a long way in advancing digitisation projects (e.g., the DATAD Project of AAU).
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